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Abstract. Pattern formation in colloids by weak ac fields in vertical
deposition-like configuration at different temperatures has been stud-
ied experimentally. At low evaporation (room temperature), the effect
of the field leads to the evolution of a one-dimensional array of clus-
ters along the contact line and columnar colloidal dried deposits are
obtained at higher evaporation. We investigate the flow dynamics in-
volved in this pattern formation. Homogeneous variation of the con-
tact angle by electrowetting effect becomes unstable and breaks the
translational symmetry at the meniscus. Electrokinetic forces together
with capillary forces result in the accumulation of particles for pattern
formation. The movement of electrically charged colloidal particles is
controlled by weak ac electric field even at higher temperatures. We
observe the effect of increasing initial particle concentration on the
behavior of the clusters for various field frequencies. The average dis-
tance between clusters increase monotonically with an increase in the
initial particle concentration. We also observe that the average width
of columns increases according to the applied field strength.
1 Introduction
For decades scientists have been studying the effect of external fields on bulk colloidal
suspensions to manipulate their interaction, structures and dynamics. The main pur-
pose is to bring these affected colloidal systems into nonequilibrium transitions in a
controlled way [1–9]. These transitions lead to macroscopic patterns, and are more
complex in nature as their control parameters are influenced by external fields [10,
11]. The knowledge of factors that are restrained by external forces provides basic
information about the behavior of colloidal suspensions in these out-of-equilibrium
transitions. The application of electric fields is one of the most interesting approaches
for manipulating colloidal suspensions in short time scales [12], where different kinds of
behavior can be observed, depending on the nature of the field (frequency, field gradi-
ents), the particles (polarizability, charge) [13], and the solvent (dielectric constants
differences) [14]. Colloidal suspensions with different dielectric constants of solvent
and particles subjected to high electric fields show relevant changes in macroscopic
properties at the milliseconds scale through electrokinetic effects [15,16]. Dynamics
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of this kind are too complex to understand as the state of the system becomes un-
stable and far from the equilibrium. Weak ac field induced-pattern formation in bulk
colloidal suspensions using closed cells has already been observed [17]. The vertical
deposition technique, is one of the simplest and low cost methods and has been used
to form well-ordered colloidal structures [18]. It effectively obtains patterns from very
small colloidal particles system where the solvent is evaporating slowly nearing equi-
librium. This method is similar to the sedimentation for colloidal particles of larger
size [19–21], as the process is long and the rate of sedimentation greater than the rate
of evaporation. Therefore, it is not attractive for technological applications. Here, we
investigate particle transport and pattern formation in colloidal systems by weak ac
fields on diluted suspensions focusing on the interface instead of on the bulk dispersion
at different temperatures, by using a vertical deposition-like configuration [22–26].
At room temperature with little volatility solvents, due to instabilities in the
contact line by electrowetting action, we get an array of clusters [27]. We verify the
involved mechanisms by characterizing the flows of the system using PIV (Particle
Image Velocimetry) analysis showing that colloidal particles follow the external field.
Local flows are induced in the meniscus through an electrowetting mechanism that
leads to the formation of clusters with a well-defined distance between them. This
suggests that the long range interaction between particles which causes aggregation is
mediated by an electric field through an induced hydrodynamic flow. We investigate
the effect of the increasing initial particle concentration on the evolution of clusters
subjected to weak ac fields.
For a long time, different techniques have been used to obtain well-ordered dried
structures of colloids at the mesoscopic characteristics scales [22,23,18,28,5]. Those
ordered materials have a large number of technological applications such as sensors,
optical coatings, storage devices, optoelectronic devices [29,30]. To make vertical de-
position technique fruitful for deposition of colloidal particles of large size (micrometer
scale), it is better to evaporate the solvent faster by increasing the temperature [31,
32]. In an attempt to control the process, it has been enhanced by the application of
a DC electric field [33].
Here, we report experimental results on weak ac field-induced pattern formation in
colloids in vertical deposition-like configuration. We obtain clusters at low evaporation
and elongated columnar deposits at higher evaporation. We characterize the behavior
of these patterns as a function of applied fields and initial particle concentration.
2 Experimental set up and procedure
In our experiments, we use colloidal dispersion of spherical polystyrene particles of
diameter 1.3 µm (polydispersity: 0.039). These particles are suspended in ultra pure
water and their surface charge is -7 µC/cm2. The dispersion (7.43% (w/w)) is provided
by Dr. Paulke at Fraunhofer-IAP, Germany. We dilute this dispersion with ultra pure
water to low concentrations, from 0.5% (w/w) to 1.1% (w/w). We use standard glass
substrates (1.1x17x18mm3) with one side (17x18 mm2), coated with a thin conductive
layer of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). The experimental cell is shown in Fig. 1 where the
substrates, with conductive side in contact with the suspension, are set vertically in a
teflon cell (Fig. 1a). The two substrates are displaced 1 mm from each other. Ceramic
spacers with one of the sides conductive are placed between the substrates for the
application of electric field. We use rubber O-ring to avoid leaking of the suspension.
The substrates (as obtained from VisionTek Systems Ltd., United Kingdom) are
rinsed with ultra pure water and dried with filtered air blow before mounting in the
cell. Weak ac electric fields (0.8 V/mm to 1.2 V/mm and 1 Hz to 3 Hz) of square wave
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Fig. 1. (Color online) a) Sketch of the unmounted cell, where the illumination and the
microscope view is outlined, and b) Sketch of a part of the cell (lateral view). The distance
between both substrates is 1 mm.
form are applied perpendicular to the conducting substrates (see Fig. 1b). The exper-
iments are performed at room temperature as well as inside a temperature/humidity
chamber at higher temperature. We focus on the region near the contact line using
a microscope with long working distance objectives. This microscope is attached to
a CMOS camera for capturing frames. A part of the contact line far from lateral
boundaries is taken as area of observation and is illuminated by means of a cold light
source. The obtained images are further processed by home-made routines of the free
software package GNU Octave [34] to measure distances and widths and to extract
statistical features.
3 Experiments
To illustrate the micrographies that result from both kind of experiments, we show
in Fig. 2a a front view sample obtained in the low evaporation experiment. The one-
dimensional array of clusters (portion of the field of view) can be seen near the contact
line, which separates air and colloid on the nearest substrate to the microscope. While
we show in Fig. 2b a front view sample obtained in the experiment of high evaporation.
A recently deposited (dried or almost dried) vertical column of colloidal particles can
be seen in the center of the figure.
As soon as the dispersion (100 µl) is poured into the cell at room temperature, the
electric field is applied and images are saved sequentially. The particles start to move
to the contact line (Fig. 1b, circle) through electrokinetic and capillary forces, where
they accumulate. The particles come closer to each other and they group to form
clusters and continue to grow till they stabilize their size (Fig. 2a). These clusters
start to dissociate [27] after some time (see section 4.2).
Keeping all the experimental conditions unchanged, we also perform experiments
in a chamber at fixed temperature and humidity (63◦C, and below 30%RH) to obtain
colloidal dried deposits by applying weak ac fields during the process, at different
initial particle concentrations. Fig. 3 shows different stages during the experiment,
after the dispersion (100 µl) is poured into the cell and the electric field is applied.
Particles move toward the meniscus by advection-like flows due to faster evaporation
of the solvent and concentrate there. Surface forces trap them into the meniscus. Then
these particles come closer to each other, building up the capillary action to begin
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Fig. 2. Schematics of the front view (close to nearer substrate to the microscope, see Fig. 1)
for the experiments of (a) clusters with low evaporation (wavy arrow) and (b) columns
with high evaporation (wavy arrows). Gravity is downward and contact line separates the
colloid and the air. Electric field is applied perpendicular to the substrate and evaporation
is perpendicular to the colloid surface in contact with the air. The scale bar is 50 µm. The
conditions are the following: a) Field 1 V/mm and 1.4 Hz, 0.9% (w/w) concentration, at
room temperature. Clusters near dissociation (see text) b) Field 1 V/mm and 1.8 Hz, 0.5%
(w/w) concentration, at 63◦C. Column recently formed (see text).
dried deposits (Fig. 3a) on pinning sites which can be dust particles or substrate small
heterogeneities. External fields continue to provide more particles toward the contact
a b c
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Fig. 3. Front view of the contact line where frames a-f are captured at various increasing
times, show different characteristics of the deposition process, at 1 V/mm, 1.8 Hz, concen-
tration - 1.1% (w/w) at 63◦C. Scale bar is 50 µm. Subplots a-f are explained in the text.
line through electrokinetic effect to form elongated columnar deposits (Fig. 3b). When
two columns are closer enough to each other to be able to distribute efficiently the
incoming particles from the bulk (Fig. 3c), they are not stable and after some time
merge together (Fig. 3d). When the columns are stable in size and disposition, they
maintain their average width oscillating in correlation with long range flows, that are
unrelated to the short period of the applied electric field (Fig. 3e,f).
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4 Low evaporation rate and evolution of the clusters
4.1 PIV analysis
To demonstrate the response of the system to the applied field, we study the flow-
dynamics responsible for the aggregation of particles at the contact line with PIV.
In Fig. 4, we show the flows near the contact line in the presence of clusters, at
1 V/mm and 1.4 Hz using 0.9% (w/w) concentration. Subplot (a) shows a bright field
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Front view of the flow at the end of the experiment, showing different
stages in half cycle of applied field (1 V/mm), following field frequency (1.4 Hz). Dashed
wavy line in (c) is a guide to the eye for the stagnation line on the substrate. Vertical dashed
lines are guides to the eye which correlate maximum absolute value of vertical velocity (b
and c) with the minima of the stagnation line (c) and with the position of the clusters
(a). Concentration is 0.9% (w/w). Subplots (a-e) are explained in the text. Field of view is
0.67 mm = 2048 pixels.
image (field of view is 0.67 mm) at a point of the square wave cycle of the applied
field, which we set as time-origin of the cycle, (b) is the PIV (cross correlation mean
filtered) analysis of (a) at time t = 0, (c) is at t = T
2
, (d) or (e) is the state at t = T
4
in between (b) and (c). These different subplots (b-d) indicate that such flows follow
the applied field. Meanwhile, during the change in the flow direction, the velocity field
is relatively small (Fig. 4d or Fig. 4e, where (e) is the normalized form of (d)).
4.2 Discussion
The flow dynamics characterized by PIV analysis (Fig. 4) can be further explained by
the microscopic lateral view sketch near the contact line (Fig. 5). The electrokinetic
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Lateral view sketch of short ranged perpendicular flows following the
applied field frequency. States b and c of Fig. 4 correspond to the cases where top curved
(red) double arrow points clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively. Top and bottom
curved arrows show local flows induced directly by the electric field and oscillate out-of-
phase (clockwise versus counterclockwise). The remaining state d of Fig. 4 corresponds to
the time when curved arrows change their direction. The up and down variation in the contact
angle (electrowetting effect) is shown by the straight double arrow. The open (green) circle
represents a point of the contact line. The filled (blue) circle is a point of the stagnation line
shown in Fig. 4c.
and surface forces concentrate charged particles in the meniscus. By applying electric
field to the system, the variation in the contact angle due to an electrowetting effect
generates short range closed flows (perpendicular to the substrate in the meniscus,
Fig. 5, curved double arrows), that give rise to instabilities in certain range of the
control parameters, like frequency (from 1 Hz to 3 Hz) , field strength (from 0.8 V/mm
to 1.2 V/mm) and initial particle concentration (from 0.5% (w/w) to 1.1% (w/w)).
This instability breaks the translation symmetry along the contact line and results in
an accumulation of particles as a one-dimensional cluster array [27].
Electrophoresis coupled with capillary forces supply more particles to the meniscus
[35]. Surface forces trap particles in the meniscus building up the capillary action
to attract more particles [36], which increases the size of the basin of attraction.
These particles start to accumulate near the contact line in the form of groups. The
affected basins of attraction of these groups interact and rearrange according to the
availability of particles. This leads to clusters of stable size. These clusters oscillate
and follow the applied fields. Through this oscillation of bigger clusters and due to
low evaporation, with time the contact line recedes that results in a sudden decrease
in the distance between the particle concentrated regions near the contact line and
the PPZ (Particle Pool Zone, see [32]). Initially, these two regions are separated by a
long distance (Fig. 6a), that gradually decreases (Fig. 6b,c) until the clusters start to
dissociate due to interaction with PPZ and the enhancement of convection-like long
scale flows related to evaporation.
Emerging groups of particles are spatially distributed and separated initially by a
distance λ0, which corresponds to the wavelength of the instability mentioned above
(see λ0 depicted in Fig. 6a, although it has evolved from previous images where
λ0 cannot be seen easily). The characteristic length λ¯ defines the average distance
between the clusters when they stabilize. An individual λ has been represented in
Fig. 6b. The influence of the applied field at fixed concentration 0.5% (w/w) on the
behavior of clusters has been observed in Fig. 5 of [27] indicating the effect of in-
creasing applied field frequencies on characteristic length (λ¯) for different strengths.
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Fig. 6. Front view of low evaporation experiment at different times. Concentration is 0.5%
(w/w) and the applied field is 1 V/mm and 1.4 Hz. A realization of λ and λ0 are shown.
PPZ refers to the Particle Pool Zone (see [32]). The scale bar is 25 µm. Subplots (a-c) are
explained in the text.
The time required for a volume element to complete a cycle in phase (curved double
arrows in Fig. 5) during regular flows can be called recurrence time. The length of the
fluid element path increases with an increase in field strength and, for having flows in
phase, the frequency has to be increased. Higher applied field strength increases the
length of these curved double arrows and consequently each cluster has more parti-
cles available. The increased capillarity also increases the size of basin of attraction
for fetching more particles for cluster formation. Therefore, the characteristic length
(distance between stabilized size clusters) increases as the electric field strength does.
4.3 Effect of Concentration
We also report the effect of increasing initial particle concentration on the involved
mechanism. Fig. 7 shows its influence on the characteristic length (λ¯) of clusters for
different frequencies at fixed field strength of 1 V/mm. It increases monotonically
with an increase in initial particle concentration. If we consider one applied frequency
(e.g. 1.4 Hz in Fig. 7), at lower concentrations (up to 0.7% (w/w)), this change in the
characteristic length is small. However, we observe a bigger change in the character-
istic length for higher concentrations, even when the applied field is unchanged. We
have also observed (data not shown) that an increase in concentration and electric
field strength affect the size of clusters in the same way, because either there are more
colloidal particles or the basin of attraction is larger, thus augmenting the effective
number of particles available to form the cluster.
5 Higher evaporation rate and Columnar depositions
5.1 Discussion
At higher temperature the contact line recedes rapidly due to higher evaporation of
the solvent. By advection-like flows, particles move toward the meniscus (Fig. 8a)
and concentrate there. Surface forces trap particles into the meniscus. Particles come
closer to each other and enhance capillary action. The capillary rise within the voids
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Average characteristic length (λ¯) as a function of the increasing
initial particle concentration for different frequencies at fixed field strength 1 V/mm. For
each frequency, λ¯ changes monotonically with an increase in concentration. Solid lines are
guides to the eye.
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Sketch of the deposition process of a column. Lateral view (a) and
front view (b), where capillary flows (upgoing curved arrows), evaporation (straight arrows),
and large scale convection flows (double curved arrow) can be seen. For details see the text.
in the initiating columns becomes stronger to provide more particles for the deposition
process (Figs. 3a and 8). Once a structure is under construction, the evaporation of
the solvent induces new hydrodynamical flows that stimulate further growth of the
dried deposits.
The regular order (Fig. 9) which appears in the disposition of the columnar de-
posits is related to the availability of colloidal particles and, consequently, to the
homogeneous character of the colloid at the beginning of the experiment and to the
fact that the PPZ is also homogeneous during the experiment. Colloidal particles
follow the applied field even at higher temperature (curved double arrows of Fig. 5).
Nevertheless, the capillary flows (Fig. 8) overcome them and allow the steady growth
of the columns as the contact line recedes.
To identify the role of the external field on colloidal deposits, we carry out the
experiment with and without field (Fig. 9). With field, we obtain elongated columnar
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Front view of dried deposits of colloidal particles. (a) Low magnifica-
tion bright field image . The scale bar is 200 µm. Concentration - 0.5% (w/w). Field during
deposition - 1.8 Hz and 0.8 V/mm. (b) Image of the deposition (field of view: 12.9 mm) with
crossed polarizers where deposits above the green line are obtained without field and below
it are with applied field. Concentration - 0.7% (w/w). Field - 1 Hz and 1 V/mm. In both
cases, gravity points downward of the images during the deposition.
depositions with regular order (Fig. 9a). Whereas, Fig. 9b shows the dried deposits of
the same experiment both without (above the green line) and with (below the green
line) field. This indicates that without field we obtain less ordered dried deposits.
5.2 Effect of field strength
We investigate the influence of the field strength on the behavior of the dried deposits.
Fig. 10 shows that, the characteristic width of columnar depositions is an increasing
function of applied field strength at fixed frequency. If there is an increase in applied
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Average width of the columns as a function of the field strength
for different frequencies at fixed concentration - 0.5% (w/w). For each frequency, width is
increasing with an increase in the field strength.
field strength, then the columns cover more region in the affected basin of attraction
to fetch more particles for the deposition (Fig. 5).
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6 Conclusions
Experimental results on weak ac field-induced pattern formation in diluted colloids
have been studied both at room temperature and at higher temperature. Weak ac
fields lead to the evolution of clusters at the interface at lower evaporation and elon-
gated columnar deposits are obtained at higher evaporation. We demonstrate the
involved mechanisms for this pattern formation in terms of applied fields and initial
particle concentration. PIV analysis of experimental data for the evolution of clusters
shows that, variation in the contact angle by an electrowetting effect generates short
range closed flows giving rise to instabilities in certain range of the control parameters,
that break translational symmetry in the meniscus to supply particles there. These
particles concentrate in the meniscus and come closer to each other to enhance capil-
lary action. Therefore, electrokinetic forces coupled with capillary forces contribute to
the evolution of clusters. A monotonic change in the characteristic length λ¯ with an
increase in the initial particle concentration is observed at various frequencies. More-
over, we observe that, the movement of charged colloidal particles is influenced by
weak ac fields even at higher temperature. Such that, external fields keep the connec-
tion of the hydrodynamical flows in affected basin of attraction to obtain elongated
columnar depositions with regular order. Also, our experimental results report that,
the width of dried deposits is associated with applied field strength.
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